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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to present recent results of Yamaguchi (A duality of twisted group
algebras of symmetric groups and Lie superalgebras, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Tokyo, 1998),
on the structure of a certain twisted group algebra of the hyperoctahedral group considered by
Sergeev (Math. Sb. 51 (1985) 419{425 (English translation)) in terms of a twisted group algebra
of the symmetric group corresponding to a nontrivial cocycle. This result allows one to explain
a mysterious dependence of both descriptions of the corresponding characters in the works of
Sergeev (Math. Sb. 51 (1985) 419{425 (English translation)) and Schur (J. Reine Angew. Math.
139 (1911) 155{250) on the so-called Schur Q-functions. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
MSC: 20C25; 05E05
1. Introduction
Schur introduced in [5] a family of symmetric functions, now called Schur Q-functions,
in order to describe irreducible spin characters of symmetric groups. Schur Q-functions
re-appeared in the paper by Sergeev [6] (see also [3]) where they served as generat-
ing functions for some irreducible spin characters of supermodules for hyperoctahedral
groups. Schur’s and Sergeev’s formulas provide a relationship between the correspond-
ing characters; however a deeper understanding of this phenomenon was lacking (but
see [4,7]) until Yamaguchi [8] has recently found a simple and satisfactory explanation.
The aim of this paper is to present in an informal manner Yamaguchi’s results. To
this end we rst formulate the original Schur’s theorem and then briey recall the
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author’s approach in terms of superalgebras [2]. This approach to Schur’s theory has
many advantages and is better suited for comparisons with Sergeev’s theory (which
was originally formulated for characters of supermodules). Finally, before discussing
Yamaguchi’s results, we briey state Sergeev’s formula.
2. Schur’s theorem
Let Sk be the symmetric group on k symbols. Schur has proved that H 2(Sk ;C) ’
Z2 for k > 3. Spin representations of Sk correspond to a nontrivial 2-cocycle of Sk .
They are representations of a twisted group algebra Ak of Sk . The algebra Ak can
be explicitly constructed as follows. Let sp = (p;p + 1); p = 1; : : : ; k − 1, be simple
transpositions generating Sk . Consider a group ~Sk generated by t1; : : : ; tk−1; z subject to
relations t2p=z; z
2=1; tptp+1tp=tp+1tptp+1; tptq=ztqtp; jp−qj> 1. A homomorphism
k : ~Sk ! Sk ; k(tp) = sp, makes ~Sk a double cover of Sk with kernel generated by
1 and z. It turns out that Ak =C( ~Sk)=(1+ z) as an algebra, where C( ~Sk) is the group
algebra of ~Sk .
A spin character ’ of Sk is an ordinary character of ~Sk with ’(z) = −1, i.e., a
character of Ak . Let C be a conjugacy class of Sk ;  a partition of k. It turns out that
’(x) = 0 unless x belongs to −1k (C) which splits into two conjugacy classes D
+
 and
D− = zD
+
 . With a canonical choice of D
+
 we set ’=’(x); x2D+ ; then ’(x)=−’
for x2D− .
Theorem 1 (Schur [5]). (1) Let SP(k) be the set of all strict partitions of k (all
nonzero parts distinct) and let l() be the length of 2SP(k). Irreducible spin char-
acters of Sk are parametrized by SP(k):
 if k − l() is even then there is one irreducible character  corresponding to
2SP(k);
 if k − l() is odd then there are two irreducible characters ; ()0 corresponding
to 2SP(k).
(2) Let OP(k) be the set of all partitions of k with odd parts. For each n  1 let
pn(X )=
P
j1 x
n
j be a power sum function and set p(X )=
Q
j pj (X ) for 2OP(k);
where j are nonzero parts of .
There exists a family of symmetric functions fQ(X ) = Q(x1; x2; : : :): 2SP(k)g
such that
 for k − l() even;
Q(X ) =
X
2OP(k)
2r(;)z−1 

p(X );
where r(; ) = (l() + l())=2; z = k!=#(C).
The character  is determined by f: 2OP(k)g and  = 0 for  62 OP(k).
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 for k − l() odd;
Q(X ) =
X
2OP(k)
2r(;)z−1 

p(X );
where r(; ) = (l() + l() + 1)=2 and  = (
p−1)(k−l()+1)=2p1; : : : m=2 for m=
l(); =0 for  6= ; k−l() odd. Moreover; ()0= for k−l() even; ()0=
− for k − l() odd.
The functions Q(X ) were described by Schur explicitly as follows. The Qn(X ) are
dened by the generating function
Q(t) =
X
n0
Qn(X )tn:=
Y
j1
1 + xjt
1− xjt :
Then Qp;q(X ) are dened by the generating function
Q(t1; t2) =
X
120
Q12 (X )t
1
1 t
2
2 :=(Q(t1)Q(t2)− 1)
t1 − t2
t1 + t2
:
Note that Q(t1; t2) is indeed a power series in t1 and t2 since Q(t)Q(−t) = 1. Here
Qn0(X ) is identied with Qn(X ).
For a partition 2SP(k), if the length l() = m is odd then we set m+1 = 0. Since
the even-order matrix (Qpq(X )) is antisymmetric we can dene its Pfaan and we
set Q(X ):=Pf (Qpq(X )).
Theorem 1 was the crowning achievement of Schur’s theory of projective represen-
tations of nite groups and followed a similar description by Frobenius of the ordinary
irreducible characters of Sk . From our present perspective Frobenius’ result can be in-
terpreted as a scalar product preserving isomorphism (characteristic map) between the
representation ring of symmetric groups and the ring of all symmetric functions. The
desire to have a similar interpretation for spin characters prompted the author to seek
another approach to Schur’s theory in terms of superalgebras.
3. Superalgebra approach to Schur’s theory
The algebra Ak has a structure of a Z2-graded algebra or a superalgebra by setting
deg tp = 1; p= 1; : : : ; k − 1. As a superalgebra Ak is semisimple and (as in the usual
theory) it is a direct product of a nite number of simple superalgebras. However,
simple superalgebras (unlike in the ungraded case) are of two types:
 M (rjs) is a C-algebra of square (r + s)-matrices with grading determined by the
(r; s)-block partition of each matrix: M (rjs)0 consists of matrices with blocks o
the main diagonal zero and M (rjs)1 consists of matrices with main diagonal blocks
zero.
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 Q(n) is a subsuperalgebra of M (njn) consisting of those matrices whose two main
diagonal (n; n)-blocks are equal and two o main diagonal (n; n)-blocks are equal;
the grading is induced from that of M (njn).
See [1] for details on semisimple superalgebras.
An irreducible supermodule corresponding to M (rjs) will be said to be of type M
and the one corresponding to Q(n) of type Q. The same will apply to the respective
characters.
Theorem 2 (Jozeak [2], based on Schur [5]). (1) Characters of irreducible Ak -
supermodules are indexed by the set SP(k) of strict partitions of k:
 if k − l() is even then the corresponding character  is of type M;
 if k − l() is odd then the corresponding character  is of type Q.
(2) The character  is completely determined by its values  for 2OP(k). For
each 2SP(k); we have a formula
Q(X ) =
X
2OP(k)
2s(;)z−1 

p(X ); (1)
where
s(; ) =

(l() + l())=2 when k − l() is even;
(l() + l()− 1)=2 when k − l() is odd:
(3) Let R−(Sk) be the Grothendieck group of the category of Ak -supermodules. It
can be equipped with a scalar product which in terms of characters is given by the
formula
[’;  ] =
X
2OP(k)
z−1 ’ :
The direct sum R−=
L
k R
−(Sk) can be endowed with a natural graded ring struc-
ture. Let   = Z[p1(X ); p3(X ); : : : ] be the graded ring of polynomials in odd power
sums of the variables x1; x2; : : : with degpj(X )= j. It has a scalar product dened by
[p(X ); p(X )] = 2−l()z
for ; 2OP(k).
The characteristic map ch : R− !   ⊗Z C; dened by
ch(’) =
X
2OP(k)
2l()=2z−1 ’p(X )
for ’2R−(Sk); establishes a scalar product preserving isomorphism between graded
rings R− ⊗Z Q(
p
2) and   ⊗Z Q(
p
2).
(4) ch() = 2t()Q(X ); where
t() =
−l()=2 when k − l() is even;
−(l()− 1)=2 when k − l() is odd:
(5) The irreducible characters ; ()0 can be recovered from ; we have =
if  is of type M and  =  + ()0 if  is of type Q.
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Schur Q-functions also occur as generating functions for some spin representations
of hyperoctahedral groups.
4. Sergeev’s formula
Let ~Hk be the semidirect product of Sk and the group Gk=fa1; : : : ; ak : a2p=y; apaq=
yaqap; p 6= q; y2 = 1g; Sk acts on Gk by permuting a1; : : : ; ak . We are interested in the
superalgebra Bk = C( ~Hk)=(1 + y) where the Z2-grading is determined by deg sp = 0,
deg ap=1. Representations of Bk are spin representations of the hyperoctahedral group
Hk since ~Hk is a nontrivial double cover of Hk ; the corresponding map !k : ~Hk ! Hk
sends y to 1.
Conjugacy classes C; of Hk are indexed by pairs of partitions (; ) with jj+jj=k.
It turns out that the character ’ of a Bk -supermodule is determined by its values ’
for 2OP(k), where ’ = ’(x) for x2!−1k (C;;).
Theorem 3 (Sergeev [6] and Jozeak [3]). (1) Characters of irreducible Bk -super-
modules are indexed by the set SP(k) of strict partitions of k:
 if l() is even then the corresponding character  is of type M;
 if l() is odd then the corresponding character  is of type Q.
(2) For each 2SP(k) we have a formula
Q(X ) = 2[l()=2]
X
2OP(k)
z−1 

p(X ): (2)
(3) Let R−(Hk) be the Grothendieck group of the category of Bk -supermodules. It
can be equipped with a scalar product; which in terms of characters is given by the
formula
h’;  i=
X
2OP(k)
2−l()z−1 ’ :
The direct sum T− =
L
k R
−1(Hk) can be endowed with a natural graded ring
structure.
The characteristic map Ch : T− !   ⊗Z C; dened by
Ch(’) =
X
2OP(k)
z−1 ’p(X )
for ’2R−(Hk); establishes a scalar product preserving isomorphism between graded
rings T− ⊗Z Q and   ⊗Z Q.
(4) Ch() = 2−[l()=2]Q(X ):
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5. Yamaguchi’s results
An obvious question to ask is what kind of relationship between superalgebras Ak
and Bk exists that justies a relationship between  and  resulting from a comparison
of formulas (1) and (2). This is explained by the following result of Yamaguchi.
Theorem 4 (Yamaguchi [8]). (1) The map k : Ak ! Bk determined by the formula
k(tp) =
p−1p
2
(ap − ap+1)sp;
1  p  k − 1; is an injective homomorphism of superalgebras of degree 0.
(2) The map k induces an isomorphism of superalgebras Bk ’ Ck ⊗Ak (tensor
product in the category of superalgebras); where Ck is a subsuperalgebra of Bk
generated by a1; : : : ; ak .
Ck is the Cliord superalgebra associated with a quadratic form and is known to be
a simple superalgebra. In fact we have (see [1])
Ck ’

M (2(k=2)−1j2(k=2)−1) when k is even;
Q(2(k−1)=2) when k is odd:
Thanks to (2) of Theorem 4 a direct product decomposition of Ak into simple
superlagebras gives a decomposition of Bk into simple superalgebras because we know
explicitly tensor products of simple superalgebras [1]:
 M (rjs)⊗M (pjq) ’ M (rp+ sqjrq+ sp);
 M (rjs)⊗ Q(n) ’ Q(rn+ sn);
 Q(m)⊗ Q(n) ’ M (mnjmn):
As an example, consider the case in which k is odd; then
Bk ’ Ck ⊗Ak =Q(2(k−1)=2)⊗
0
@ Y
l()odd
M (kjk)
Y
l()even
Q(k)
1
A
’
Y
l()odd
Q(2(k+1)=2k)
Y
l()even
M (2(k−1)=2kj2(k−1)=2k):
Let l() be even and let V  be an irreducible Ak -supermodule corresponding to the
factor Q(k), i.e. of type Q. Let Ck be an irreducible supermodule over Q(2(k−1)=2),
i.e. also of type Q. The tensor product Ck ⊗ V  is a Bk -supermodule thanks to the
isomorphism Bk ’Ck ⊗Ak ; we have Ck ⊗ V ’W W as Bk -supermodules with
W irreducible of type M corresponding to the factor M (2(k−1)=2kj2(k−1)=2k) in the
decomposition of Bk . The character of V  is  and Yamaguchi has proved that the
character of W is , justifying in this way the formula =2
(l()−1)=2, for 2OP(k),
obtained from a comparison of (1) and (2).
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The situation is similar in the remaining three cases of dierent parities of k and l()
the only dierence being that Ck ⊗V  itself is irreducible over Bk ; it also corresponds
to the factor indexed by  in the decomposition of Bk into simple superalgebras.
Thus, Theorem 4 allowed us to explain formulas (1) and (2) on the level of repre-
sentations and give precise relationship between the irreducible supermodules over Ak
and Bk .
The characters  were considered by Sergeev in order to describe tensor represen-
tations of the Lie superalgebra q(n). In fact, he gave in [6] a Schur{Weyl-type duality
between actions of Bk and q(n) on the tensor power ⊗kV of the natural represen-
tation V of q(n). In [8] Yamaguchi presented a similar Schur{Weyl duality for the
superalgebras Ak and q(n) acting on a subspace of ⊗kV .
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